To examine whether antibiotics are indicated in treating uncomplicated acute sinusitis and, if so, whether newer and more expensive antibiotics with broad spectra of antimicrobial activity are more effective than amoxycillin or folate inhibitors.
Results of the review
Twenty-seven RCTs met the inclusion criteria. Six were placebo-controlled (761 participants), 13 compared amoxycillin with other antibiotics (1,553 participants), and 8 compared a folate inhibitor with other antibiotics (410 participants).
There was no statistically-significant heterogeneity in the studies comparing antibiotics with placebo. There was no heterogeneity of treatment effects in the comparisons with amoxycillin. There was some evidence of heterogeneity in the studies comparing folate inhibitors with other antibiotics (p=0.09 and p=0.18 for clinical cure and clinical failure, respectively).
For antibiotic versus placebo, clinical cure favoured the use of antibiotics (RR 1.33, 95% CI: 1.02, 1.74) whilst clinical failure was reduced by antibiotic use (RR 0.54, 95% CI: 0.37, 0.79). The symptoms improved or disappeared in 69% of those patients who were not treated with antibiotics (95% CI: 57, 79).
For amoxycillin versus newer, more expensive antibiotics, there was no statistically-significant difference between amoxycillin and other antibiotics. The RR was 1.04 (95% CI: 0.98, 1.11) for clinical cure and 0.86 (95% CI: 0.62, 1.19) for clinical failure.
For folate inhibitors versus newer, more expensive antibiotics, there was no statistically-significant difference between folate inhibitors and other antibiotics. The RR was 1.01 (95% CI: 0.88, 1.17) for clinical cure and 1.01 (95% CI: 0.52, 1.97) for clinical failure.
Authors' conclusions
Amoxycillin and folate inhibitors were essentially as effective as more expensive antibiotics for the initial treatment of uncomplicated acute sinusitis. Small differences in efficacy may exist, but these are unlikely to be clinically important.
CRD commentary
The authors clearly stated their research question and the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The study data were tabulated and discussed in the text, whilst the sensitivity analyses were also reported graphically. The literature search was good, searching for unpublished material and considering studies reported in any language. However, the authors limited the search to MEDLINE, which could have missed studies published outside of the USA. The authors assessed the methodological quality of the included trials, but it was not reported who selected the studies or assessed their quality.
The pooling of the data was appropriate and tests for heterogeneity were performed. In addition, sensitivity analyses were conducted. The conclusion that there is no current justification for the use of broad-spectrum antibiotics in the community, for treating uncomplicated acute sinusitis, follows from the review.
